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Sustainability and 
timber flooring

Call for entries 
Timber Floor of the Year Awards



GOODWOOD® FLOORING

Sustainable 
Australian
Hardwood

Quality products fromPremium Quality Sustainable Australian Hardwood• 
Select and Standard grades• 
Kiln dried and quarter sawn• 
Milled from regrowth Victorian Ash, Tasmanian Oak and Messmate • 
Available in 85x19 mm, 108x19 mm, 133x19 mm solid strip flooring• 
Australian Forestry Standard product available• 

Visit www.itclimited.com.au, call 13WOOD (13 96 63) or 
email goodwood@itclimited.com.au for a brochure.



Note from the CEO
Welcome to Issue 5 of Timber Floors. In this 

issue we look at the impact of climate change 

on our industry and discuss the environmental 

benefits of timber as a flooring material.

We continue to prepare for the major event of the 

year - the ATFA Convention, scheduled for October 

9 and 10 at the Melbourne Exhibition Centre. 

The size of the venue has enabled us to expand 

the conference, demonstrations and exhibition 

components that make up the event. This year will also see a grand annual 

industry dinner and awards presentation, featuring Kerry O’Keefe. Exhibition 

booths are starting to fill up so we recommend you contact us soon to reserve 

your space. ATFA is also now calling for entries for Timber Floor of the Year 

award. Please see page 18 for details on how to enter.

During March and April ATFA successfully conducted a further Floor 

Inspector course in Sydney and two successful US Installation and Finishing 

Schools in both Fundamentals and Intermediate, in Melbourne. New details 

for the next round of Installation and Finishing Schools will soon be available, 

while those interested in the Inspector course can complete an expression of 

interest form available on the ATFA website.

New training opportunities are on their way and include coatings, engineered 

flooring and adhesives, so keep an eye on this publication and the ATFA bulletin 

for announcements of times and locations.

We hope you enjoy this issue of Timber Floors!

Randy Flierman

CEO, Australian Timber Flooring Association
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New developments for ATFA

On July 1 ATFA will commence operating its own timber 

accreditation program, taking over from the successful 

program formerly run by Timber Queensland Ltd. Interested 

manufacturers should contact ATFA.  Research is also 

underway into new generation issues in timber flooring 

manufacture and installation, which may soon result in 

a national forum and the potential development of new 

guidelines to address these issues. This period has also 

witnessed the successful commencement of ATFA’s Standing 

Committees in Training and Environment and Sustainability. 

There are still positions available on some committees.

Western Australia joins ATFA

For many years the Western Australia Timber Flooring 

Association has operated as the most successful state 

association in the country. As of 6 May 2008, the WA 

association ceased operation and integrated with ATFA. This 

was a proactive move by the WA association which has led 

the way in combining effort for the greater benefit of the 

industry.

WA will still be well represented by a committee of 

dedicated industry peers who will provide leadership on WA 

specific requirements and consider training and events for 

the state. ATFA services will continue to apply to members 

who retain their membership under the ATFA administration.

The decision for integration in WA was a unanimous one, 

though specific thanks must be given to the architects of this 

proactive move – the WATFA committee and in particular Sam 

Marafioti, David Watson and Paul Kiely, as well as to Hilary 

Peters who has served the WA association as secretariat for 

many loyal years.

WA apprentice initiative

WA now has the timber flooring apprenticeship available to 

the industry, thanks to work by ATFA, the WATFA committee, 

the Light Manufacturing Industry Training Council, 

WA Department of Training and Swan TAFE. For more 

information on hiring an apprentice, see article on page 24.

Industry forum

ATFA is planning a forum for installers, manufacturers, 

suppliers and importers of solid and engineered flooring, 

aimed at providing better information into the market place. 

Those who are interested should email ATFA at  

admin@atfa.com.au 

Benchmarks to help businesses

Businesses wondering how they stack up against the 

rest of the timber flooring industry could find a new tool 

developed by ATFA and the Australian Taxation Office useful 

– benchmarks for use as a guide for the amount of time 

and materials involved in an average job. This guide may 

also be used to assist in complying with tax obligations and 

when preparing and lodging tax returns and business activity 

statements. For more information visit the ATFA website at 

www.atfa.com.au or www.ato.gov.au/businesses and select 

ATO Industry Benchmarks. f

ATFA update
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THE WORLD FAMOUS HUMMEL 8” BELT SANDER
• Used by thousands of professionals  

Australia-wide
• Simple ergonomics, easy to use
• Perfect finish
• Low-maintenance, superb value 

SUPERHUMMEL 12” BELT SANDER
• Big power and speed for big jobs
• Convenient single phase power
• The grunt for rough sanding and the finesse for 

finer finishing
• Low maintenance and the best value-for-money big 

machine on the market

TRIO 3 DISC SANDER
• Unique planetary motion, more power and  

pressure producing a superior fine finish sooner
• Time saver, easy to use
• Parquetry or strip flooring - the best finishing 

machine on the market

Head Office: 25 Parkhurst Drive, Knoxfield VIC 3180 
Branch Office: 15A Allied Drive Tullamarine VIC 3043
With distributors in QLD, NSW, WA, SA and TAS.

Freecall 1800 880 888
www.lagler.com.au    

Industry Champions: Paul Main, David Watson, 

Chris Bestall and Sam Marafioti celebrate a 

successful outcome.



ATFA held its second US-Australian Fundamental School 

in Melbourne from 10-12 April this year.

The 34 students who attended came from diverse 

backgrounds: both experienced and new installers, as well 

as sales people and manufacturers. Each was left impressed 

by the team of US instructors, who covered subjects ranging 

from customer expectation to board replacement.  

The instructors were Daniel Boone, Powernail Technical 

Training Director, Frank Kroupa, NWFA Technical Advisor, 

John Goss from Woodwise, Justin Boone and Brett Revels, 

Everwood Floors and Joe Boone Sr, Boone Flooring.

“People often ask me how I run a course in Australia where 

things are different,” says Daniel Boone. “The species may be 

different, but the fundamentals are the same. Wood moves 

the same, customers expect the same and most of the world 

is using the same sort of equipment,” Daniel explains.

Following the Fundamentals School, the US team ran an 

Intermediate School where the focus was on installing inlays 

and boarders, pictured below. The school also looked at a 

number of stains and examined how to sand different species 

of varying hardness. 

“I was sceptical about the school,” says one student. “I 

thought, “What can these guys show me? I’ve been a flooring 

installer for 12 years! But so much of what they say makes 

sense and the improvement in my skills and knowledge has 

been fantastic. Anyone who thinks they know it all is kidding 

themselves! The other big thing I got from the school was the 

networking. The school promotes friendship to such a degree 

that people I once thought of as the opposition are now the 

ones I call if I need to run a technical question by someone. 

This is a great industry and this school has really opened my 

eyes to that.”

The next ATFA US-Australian School is on in April 2009. f
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ATFA flooring school

Legends of the floor
ATFA was honoured to have not one, but three 

Boones at the ATFA Installation, Sand and Finish 

Schools held in Melbourne in April.

Daniel Boone was joined on his trip down under by 

his father Joe Boone Senior, and his son, Justin. 

Daniel says his father has been his inspiration and 

each day he is guided by the lessons and values his 

father taught him.

Justin now works alongside Daniel in their own 

flooring company, Everwood Floors.

Timber flows through the veins of the three 

generations of hardwood flooring men in this family!



Founded in 1875, Gunns Limited is one of Australia’s 

oldest companies and is said to be Australia’s largest, fully 

integrated hardwood forest company, owning some 270,000 

hectares of freehold land and managing in excess of 180,000 

hectares of plantation.

The publicly listed company currently employs over 1700 

personnel and operates sawmilling and veneer plants 

in Tasmania, Western and South Australia as well as in 

Christchurch, New Zealand. The company is Australia’s 

largest producer of Tasmanian Oak flooring.

Gunns Limited was the first organisation to gain 

certification to the Australian Forestry Standard (AS 

4708). This followed an exhaustive three-year review and 

independent audit of forest management practices in relation 

to environmental, economic and social elements. Today, the 

majority of Tasmania’s forests are certified.

The AFS has been developed to assess both native forest 

and plantation management. It consists of nine overarching 

criteria in which the forest manager must demonstrate 

compliance in order to achieve the required standard. 

Gunns’ ongoing ability to meet these criteria is assessed by 

international certification body, Det Norske Veritas (DNV), 

accredited by Joint Accreditation Systems of Australia and 

New Zealand (JAS-ANZ). 

The AFS is mutually recognised under the Programme for 

the Endorsement of Forest Certification schemes (PEFC), 

the world’s largest sustainability recognition framework, 

ensuring transferability into the international marketplace. 

Integration of the AFS within Gunns Limited builds on 

a solid framework, which already includes ISO 14001 

Environmental Management System accreditation, the 

Tasmanian Forest Practices Act and the Tasmanian Regional 

Forest Agreement.

Gunns Limited was also the first company to achieve the 

Chain of Custody Standard (AS 4707), which is the national 

benchmark for independent verification, guaranteeing a trace 

back system from the finished product to the forest. This 

ensures that products from Gunns Limited originate from 

sustainably managed AFS and PEFC certified forests. 

For further details on the AFS see page 15. f 
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Member profile: Gunns Limited

8” and 12” 
belt/ drum
combo sander

Elite 3 edger

Freecall: 1800 226 888
Email nstf@nstimberflooring.com.au

GALAXY MACHINES
buy direct from the importers

parts • service • leasing available

Northern Suburbs Timber Flooring

info@synteko.com.au
www.synteko.com.au

Synteko Pty Ltd.

Call: 02 94068100

Gunns Limited was the first organisation 
to gain certification to the Australian 
Forestry Standard (AS 4708).



The grading of flooring is an area 

that is often confusing to the market, 

as well as to many within the timber 

flooring industry itself. Here, David 

Hayward, ATFA Technical Manager 

discusses what the industry needs to 

know about grading.

There are Australian Standards 

relating to hardwoods and softwoods, 

and one specifically for Cypress. 

Grade names differ between the 

standards. In the hardwood standard 

there are grade descriptions for 

Select Grade, Medium Feature – 

Standard Grade and High Feature 

Grade. However, moisture content, 

machining tolerances and properties 

relating to product performance are 

the same, irrespective of grade.  

A grade with higher feature is no 

longer regarded to be of lower quality. 

Manufacturers may also have 

their own grade descriptions, which 

are often similar to those in the 

Australian Standard but differ in 

certain ways, such as the number 

of borer holes permitted. In most 

instances they manufacture to the 

moisture contents and tolerances 

of the standards and can claim 

compliance to that part of the 

standard. In this case, manufacturers 

are to have the respective grade 

description available. If flooring of a 

particular grade name is ordered but 

the product sold has a different name, 

it may also be a different grade. 

Names such as utility grade and cover 

grade generally refer to material that 

does not meet grade requirements 

and may not be structural. 

Both consumers and those within 

the industry are often surprised 

by what is not covered by grading 

rules. For example, board colour and 

board length are not included, so it 

is important to clarify expectations 

with customers who may have 

preconceived ideas based on 

photographs or showroom samples. 

Grading relies on the visual 

assessment of features in individual 

boards and the sorting of boards 

based on the number and size of 

those features. The intention is 

that an overall appearance will be 

achieved where features will dominate 

more in grades permitting higher 

feature. However, this may not always 

be the case. In one species gum veins 

may predominate in determining 

the grade, and therefore will have a 

dominant effect on floor appearance. 

In another species borer holes may 

predominate in determining the 

grade, influencing the appearance of 

the floor to a much lesser degree. 

Therefore a Standard Grade floor 

of one species may visually look quite 

different from a Standard Grade floor 

in a different species. If suggesting an 

alternative species to a customer due 

to availability reasons, it is important 

to consider not only the colour, but 

also the grade. f

What grade is that?

For more information and
specification sheets contact

Tel: 02 9418 1002
Fax: 02 9498 8576

Email: sales@cornell.com.au

Moisture testing Equipment
for the Flooring and

Restoration industries.

Check timber, concrete, any material
instantly. No probing, no drilling -

absolutely no surface damage
and no waiting for results.

The meters pay for
themselves within days.

Contact us now for details of
our range of reliable moisture meters

and hygrometers for relative
humidity testing.

Don’t Take
Risks!

Avoid Expensive
Problems!

TEST FIRST!
quickly and easily with

a TRAMEX Moisture Meter.

New

Concrete

& Timber

Meter now

available.

tramex_60x270  23/10/07  2:04 PM  Page 1
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“Grading relies on the visual assessment 
of features in individual boards and sorting 
those boards based on the number and size 
of those features.”
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Species feature: bamboo
Bamboo is a group of woody 

perennial evergreen plants in the 

grass family Poaceae, subfamily 

Bambusoideae, tribe Bambuseae. It is 

found in nearly every continent in the 

world, but grown primarily in Asia and 

South America. In fact, Bamboo can 

be grown in any moderate climate.

The fastest growing woody plant in 

the world, Bamboo grows up to four 

feet a day, thanks to its unique rhizome 

system. It reaches full size in the first 

or second year of its life; after which 

the plant only grows underground, 

producing offshoots and roots.

Bamboo is planted to prevent soil 

erosion and to help with the restoration 

of degraded soil. Because it is a 

species of grass, Bamboo regenerates 

without replanting so the soil is not 

destabilised by the harvesting process. 

There are nearly a thousand species 

of bamboo. The species commonly 

used for flooring is “Moso” which is 

found in south east Asia. 

Bamboo represents a highly 

credible, environmentally responsible 

option for flooring in both commercial 

and domestic applications as it is 

rapidly renewable. A 20 metre stand of 

bamboo can be harvested and regrown 

within three months!

It is termite, moisture and rot 

resistant, all ideal attributes for 

building in Australian conditions.

Like other species of flooring, it 

shows subtle variations in colour 

across the floor and is usually 

manufactured as an engineered 

flooring product.

Other uses for Bamboo include 

fencing, blinds and furniture. It can 

even be refined into textiles used for 

clothing, towels and sheets. Part of the 

off-shoot is found in many Asian dishes 

and it is a well known panda food. f

BAMBOO MANUFACTURERS 
Company Brand Construction Top Layer Width and Strip Warranty Contact

Clever Bamboo 
Australia

Clever Bamboo Strand woven, 
vertical, horizontal 
and engineered

Solid 14mm, 15mm, 3 
layer 3-4mm veneer and 
multi layer 3-4mm veneer

1850x122, 1850x130, 
1830x96, 1830x160 , 
1840x192, 1830x127

15 year product 0419 399 476

Eco Flooring 
Systems

BT Bamboo, 
Style select and 
Style Lock

Horizontal, vertical 
and strand woven

Solid 15mm and solid 
12mm

90mm, 96mm, 130mm, 
152mm

10 and 25 year 02 9402 6050

Truflor Truflor Horizontal, vertical 
and strand woven

Solid 90x15x1.2 20 year 08 8447 1839

Harmony Timber 
Floors Pty

Harmony Strand woven solid 
and engineered

Solid and 4mm on 
plywood base

96x1830x14mm and 
96x1830x14mm

25 year surface wear 07 5520 6701

Topdeck Topdeck Strand woven, solid 
and engineered

15mm solid, 4mm 
floating and compressed

96mm and 150mm 10 year 02 9748 2288

Embelton Flooring Embelton 
Bamboo

Multi layer 3.5mm wear layer 127x1830x15mm 25 year wear layer, 
lifetime structural

03 9533 4811

Style Plantation Styleboard Strandwoven 14mm 96 or 137mm 10 year structural 
board warranty and 
5 year coating warranty

07 3279 1733

BT Bamboo supplied by Eco Flooring Systems Pty Ltd 
BT Carbonated Amber Vertical Wide Board Commercial coating
See www.ecoflooring.com.au
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STEP UP TO 
THE WARMTH AND STYLE OF 

BAMBOO FLOORING.

Environmentally friendly bamboo fl ooring.
Plantation grown bamboo saves our ancient forests and creates a breathtaking 
alternative to hardwoods. Stronger and more resilient than many native and 
rare woods but with the same look and feel, bamboo fl ooring is allergy free, 
repels termites, is stable under humid conditions, and comes pre fi nished in matt, 
semi-gloss or gloss for easy installation.

Style Plantation offers a range of renewable and sustainable products that will 
bring a look of stylish perfection to your home.

Find your nearest showroom at styleplantation.com

Growing your world. Saving ours.

11/49 Jijaws Street, Sumner Park Business Centre, 
Queensland - T 07 3279 1733

STY1073_Timber Floor_210x297.indd   1 12/5/08   8:26:06 AM



ATFA convention setting new standards in 2008

The 2008 ATFA Convention is going to be bigger and better 

than ever! Held at the Melbourne Convention Centre on 

9 - 10 October, the convention has once again attracted a 

line-up of excellent local and international speakers and 

demonstrators. 

Convention Chair, Cameron Luke was enthusiastic about 

the new level of professionalism the convention was bringing 

to the industry. “Who would have thought just a few years ago 

that the timber flooring industry in Australia would be putting 

together its own conference with leading speakers from 

across the globe?” he remarked.

Delegates will receive information and advice on how to 

do their jobs better. There will be specialist presentations on 

occupational health and safety, business management and 

quality customer service. The Taxation Office has also been 

invited to present on how the industry and the tax office can 

work effectively together.

The exhibition component, which will open around noon 

at the conclusion of the conference on both days, has 

attracted all the industry leaders as well as some emerging 

talent. Being involved will enable exhibitors to promote their 

products to a highly targeted market.

The demonstration program, one of the highlights of last 

year’s convention in Sydney, will again be an important 

component of the convention.

“People in our business want to do more than just look 

at products, they want see how they work,” says Cameron. 

“They also want to find out new and better ways to do their 

jobs. That’s what the demonstration program is all about.”

Another highlight of the convention will be the annual ATFA 

awards dinner featuring the presentation of the ATFA Awards 

for Excellence and after dinner speaker, former Australian 

Test Cricketer and ABC commentator, Kerry O’Keefe.

Are you one of Australia’s leading timber flooring 

professionals?

“The timber flooring industry in Australia is becoming more 

and more professional,” observed ATFA CEO Randy Flierman. 

“You only need to look at the quality of the national timber 

conference program, the range of exhibitors and the calibre 

of the demonstrations for the upcoming ATFA Convention to 

know that this industry has come a long way in a very short 

period of time.”

It was ATFA’s belief that their tradespeople are among the 

best in the world and deserve recognition that prompted 

the creation of the awards program. The awards enable 

outstanding work to be promoted to architects, specifiers and 

other customers throughout the country.

“ATFA is very proud of the way the industry is developing 

and we see the awards as a way of recognising the real 

achievers, as well as motivating people to do even better 

work,” said Randy. “So I would encourage anyone in the 

industry who is proud of the work they do to make the effort 

to nominate for the awards.”

The 2008 Awards will be presented at the ATFA Convention 

dinner on Friday, 10 October at the Melbourne Aquarium.

Full details of all categories and conditions of entry can be 

found on the ATFA Awards nomination brochure which can 

be downloaded from www.atfa.com.au or obtained by calling 

GEMS on 02 9744 5252.

Entries for the awards will close on 12 September 2008. f
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ATFA Convention 2008

The ATFA Awards for Excellence 
categories include

Australian Timber Floor of the Year • 
sponsored by Boral Timber Flooring 
(see page18 for more details and an 
official entry form)
Apprentice/Trainee of the Year • 
sponsored by Woodwise
Employee of the Year sponsored by • 
Timbermate
Contractor of the Year sponsored by • 
Lagler Australia
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There has been a strong shift towards wide timber boards in 
recent years with 108mm and 130mm boards in demand for both 
domestic and commercial projects. However, architects, interior 
designers and consumers expect wide boards to be secret nailed 
in order to avoid the perceived unsightliness of top nailing.  
For this reason, Boral Timber Flooring has developed an 
installation method that allows wide boards to be secret nailed to 
a solid sheet subfloor such as plywood or particleboard. Now you 
can offer your customers wide boards with a beautiful finish.

The secret is out. Wide boards can be secret nailed and 
Boral Timber has developed the installation method.

Blackbutt Australiana solid strip flooring

For a free copy of the Boral Timber 
installation guidelines for secret nailing 
wide boards,  
email timberspec@boral.com.au,  
phone 1800 818 317 or visit  
www.boraltimberflooring.com.au

keep your
nails a secret

Daniel Boone to star at convention!

Daniel Boone, Powernail Technical Training Director, 

will be one of the keynote speakers at the ATFA 

Conference in October and will be one of the main 

demonstrators at the Timber Flooring Exhibition.

Daniel was one of the key presenters at the 2007 ATFA 

Convention held in Sydney. With more than thirty years 

experience in the timber flooring industry he is highly 

skilled in manufacture, installation and finishing.

Daniel also has extensive qualifications in the technical 

aspects of product development including specification, 

design and product testing. He is recognised throughout 

the US timber flooring industry for the implementation 

of the Installation Contractor and Sand and Finish 

Contractor certifications.

“I was thrilled to be at the convention in Sydney last 

year and the feedback was fantastic,” Daniel said. “These 

events attract people who are planning a real future in the 

industry, which is excellent.”

Daniel in action
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ATFA Convention 2008 schedule
Conference sessions

Thursday, 9 October

8.00 am Tea and coffee on arrival

8.25 am Introduction and welcome
  Robert Clague, President, Australian Timber  

  Flooring Association

8.30 am AFTA Update - Randy Flierman, 
  Chief Executive Officer, Australian Timber  

  Flooring Association

Keynote presentation

8.40 am Owning your timber floor
  Daniel Boone
  President, Everwood Floors Inc, USA

9.25 am V.O.C, What does it mean to me?
  Daniel Bennett
  Senior Development Chemist, Orica Woodcare

10.10 am Morning Tea

10.25 am Demonstrating awareness, use of certified  
  products - Mark Edwards

  Executive Officer, Australian Forestry Standards 

11.10 am Latest flooring research from the Forest and  
  Wood Products Association - Dave Hayward

  Technical Manager, Australian Timber Flooring  
  Association

11.50 noon  Close of conference sessions, exhibition opens

Friday, 10 October

8.00 am Tea and coffee on arrival

8.25 am Welcome to day two

8.30 am Building or renovating: Is it a dream or a  
  nightmare? How does the service you provide  
  impact this?

  Catherine Sultana
  Director, MYM Timber and Hardware

9.15 am Exposure of timber floor finishing workers to  
  chemicals, wood dust, noise, and vibration

  Peter McGarry
  Principal Adviser, Workplace Health and Safety  

  Queensland

10.00 am Morning Tea

10.15 am Taxation issues for small business
  Shane Reardon
  Deputy Commissioner of GST, Australian  

  Taxation Office 

11.00  Success secrets
  Jim Penman
  Owner, Jim’s Mowing and The Jim’s Group

11.50  Thanks and close 
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Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre 
9th – 10th October 2008

Exhibition attendance is FREE
Register now at www.atfaconvention.com.au

To receive the 2008 ATFA Conference Program  
email jmcgraw@gemspl.com.au 

Association inquiries contact ATFA 1300 361 693   Convention inquiries contact GEMS (02) 9744 5252

Australian Timber Flooring 
Association Convention

CT6880

Platinum Sponsors Silver Sponsors Bronze Sponsors Excellence Awards Sponsors

As a timber flooring professional, where can you go to learn the technical skills  
that will help increase your marketability, the management skills that will help increase your  

profits and the networking strategies that will help expand your business relationships,  
not to mention free demonstrations and all the latest products and services  

available that can make you more productive? The ATFA 2008 Convention, of course!

Join thousands of timber flooring professionals from all over  
Australia as they experience all this and more. 2008 Australian Timber  

Flooring AwardsFor further information  
phone GEMS on  02 9744 5252
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Sustainability of timber flooring:  
an important story to tell

The 21st century has ushered in a new era of 

environmental consciousness. With consumers driving 

demand for products with good environmental credentials, 

flooring contractors should familiarise themselves with the 

story behind forestry and timber production so that they can 

promote the benefits of timber to their customers.

How do timber flooring products rate when it comes to 

climate change, embodied energy, pollution and the use of 

the world’s natural resources? 

For a start, timber is the world’s only truly renewable 

building material. It is natural, sustainable, renewable and 

recyclable. Arguably, no other floor covering boasts all four of 

these qualities.

Unfortunately, misinformed consumers may think that 

cutting down trees is a bad thing for the environment. In fact, 

sustainably managed harvesting and replanting of trees is 

actually a solution to climate change. If every floor covering 

that went into a new building in Australia was a timber floor 

from sustainably managed forests, there would be a positive 

impact on climate change.

This is a big statement to make but is explained by the 

carbon cycle.

One of the major causes of climate change is carbon 

dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere, which raises the 

temperature of the earth and contributes to global warming. 

Carbon is produced by burning plant matter, including fossil 

fuels. It is also produced by all 6.6 billion of us breathing 

every day and there is not a lot that can be done about that!

Forests play a critical role in the carbon cycle. They act as 

a natural air filter by taking the carbon out of carbon dioxide 

and releasing life-giving oxygen back into the air we breath. 

In Australia alone, forests convert over 38 million tonnes 

Available in:

Other species also available  
in various sizes:

Building futures for TasmaniansBuilding futures for Tasmanians

Tasmanian Oak
Flooring



of CO2 each year and currently store over 10 billion tonnes 

of carbon. In fact, Australian production forests and tree 

plantations absorb the equivalent amount of carbon as taking 

nine million cars off the road every year would achieve in 

carbon reduction. 

Trees that are harvested and turned into products such as 

flooring store this carbon away for decades. Only when that 

timber eventually biodegrades or is burned will the carbon be 

re-released into the atmosphere.

Sustainably managed younger trees absorb carbon much 

faster than mature trees. So technically speaking, aging 

steady-state forests will have a lower impact on climate 

change than sustainably managed re-growth forests with 

younger trees. Therefore, new, young, rapidly growing forests 

are better, faster air filters and carbon reservoirs. 

It is also important to point out to your customers that 

only 1% of forests in Australia are plantations that are used 

for harvesting. In addition, less than 1% of native forestry is 

harvested each year in Australia and overall, forest coverage 

is growing at a faster rate than harvesting.

Timber should always be sourced from certified forests, 

preferably from suppliers who have gained Chain of Custody 

(CoC) certification. The Australian Forestry Standard (AFS) 

certifies over 90% of certified forestry in Australia and is 

the only certification to be acknowledged with an Australian 

Standard (AS4708-2007).

Timber has the lowest embodied energy of all building 

products, using low levels of energy in the production, 

transportation and distribution of products such as flooring. 

Australian native hardwoods have even better credentials 

when compared with imported species as they are harvested 

and then manufactured locally, requiring less shipping and 

therefore less fossil fuel resources to move them.

Timber is a recyclable material and can be remanufactured 

into new products. Some of the most beautiful timber 

flooring has been remanufactured from the timber retrieved 

from old wool stores, piers, factories and bridges.  

Timber flooring is also biodegradable and does not pose 

pollution concerns on disposal in landfills, for example.

In conclusion, timber flooring professionals can rest easy 

that they are working with a product that contributes in a 

positive way to offsetting the effects of global warming and 

therefore climate change. This will become increasingly 

apparent as communication efforts in this regard ramp up 

within the industry. It is the job of the contractor or timber 

flooring sales consultant to understand and to communicate 

the positive environmental story that timber has to tell. f
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Natural Excellence in 
Hardwood Flooring

Contact us:
T +61 2 6562 6839
F +61 2 6562 8302
sales@astfl oors.com.au 
www.astfl oors.com.au
www.timberlay.info

Solar Kiln Dried Specialist Manufacturers of:

19mm Hardwood Strip Flooring
TimberLay® 80x12mm Overlay Flooring
Solid Block Parquetry

AST0034_127x87_FM_FA.indd   1 11/1/08   2:45:08 PM

Timber is the world’s only truly 
renewable building material.  

It is natural, sustainable, 
renewable and recyclable. 

Arguably, no other floor covering 
boasts all four of these qualities.
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ITC gets CoC
ITC Timber, a division of ITC Limited, and 

manufacturers of GoodWood flooring, has successfully 

secured Chain of Custody Certification for its 

Tasmanian operations, under the Australian Forestry 

Standard.

ITC Timber General Manager, Guy Mycroft, said the 

certification was a significant achievement for the 

Company, providing enhanced assurance to customers 

that products from ITC Timber are sourced from forests 

managed in an environmentally responsible manner.

“The Chain of Custody Certification now allows ITC 

Timber’s GoodWood products processed in Tasmania 

to be tracked from origin to end-use, meaning our 

customers can be certain that these products are 

sustainably produced,” Mr Mycroft said.

This achievement is part of a broader process to 

obtain certification for all the operations of ITC Timber.  

ITC is presently working towards certification for its 

Victorian mill operations. The company is confident this 

process will be completed in the first half of 2008. 

The GoodWood flooring range is available in Victorian 

Ash, Tasmanian Oak and Messmate. Victorian Ash 

and Tasmanian Oak are natural raw materials that are 

smooth and warm underfoot, visually appealing, strong 

and durable. Re-growth Messmate is a premium quality 

dense hardwood with beautiful, warm tones.

GoodWood flooring offers strength and durability and 

is quarter sawn for dimensional stability and flexibility 

with a range of applications.

For more information about GoodWood flooring visit  

www.itclimited.com.au or call 13WOOD (13 96 63).

Using certified timber or wood-
based products demonstrates 
environmental leadership and 
product stewardship.

With the increasing uptake of chain of custody (CoC) 

certification by primary and secondary timber processors 

in Australia, access to and demand for certified timber 

and wood-based products in the supply chain is on 

the rise. Mark Edwards, Executive Office of Australian 

Forestry Standard Limited reports on CoC certification.

With almost eight million hectares of forests certified 

under the Australian Forestry Standard (AFS) of the 

Australian Forest Certification Scheme, of which a 

substantial majority are native forests, the raw materials 

required for timber flooring are ready to be converted into 

a certified product by processors with CoC certification.

A number of primary processors have taken up the 

challenge of CoC certification under Australian Standard 

4707—2006 Chain of custody for certified wood and forest 

products. These include Gunns, ITC for their Tasmanian 

operations and Australian Solar Timbers. Many other 

processors are in the process of aligning their operations 

to seek certification which is undertaken by independent, 

third-party, accredited certification bodies.

Whilst direct consumer access to certified products 

is now being realised, lack of knowledge in regard to 

delivering a certified product to a customer has been 

addressed by a series of CoC guides produced by Forest 

and Wood Products Australia. These guides provide 

sector-specific information which outlines the general 

background for CoC certification, what the requirements 

are for certification and FAQs to cover the two forest 

certification schemes operating in Australia. To access 

these guides visit www.fwprdc.org.au.

Flooring industry professionals who 

would like to demonstrate environmental 

leadership and product stewardship should 

seek out certified products with AFS or PEFC 

(European equivalent to AFS) certification, 

which will be an assurance that the timber 

or wood-based product can be tracked to a 

sustainably managed forest.
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The stunning beauty of Australian hardwood.
Performance enhanced by Big River Timbers.  

Armourfl oor® engineered hardwood fl ooring from Big River Timbers is Australia’s most stable 
timber fl oor.  It is available with a natural fi nish or factory coating.  Big River Timbers also 
manufactures solid T&G fl ooring and decking, and distributes a wide range of support products, 
including coatings, adhesives, underlay, hardwood trims and fl oor maintenance products. 

For more information visit our web site www.bigrivertimbers.com.au

Grafton (02) 6644 0900 • Sydney (02) 8822 5555 • Brisbane (07) 3451 8300 • Sunshine Coast (07) 5493 1511
Townsville (07) 4774 3501 • Melbourne (03) 9586 6900 •Perth (08) 9377 0622

Armourfloor Armourpanel Armourtread Armourtile Five layers of genuine 
Australian hardwood

Solid tongue 
and groove

Accessories

TF08

BRT_TF08_Ad_r1.indd   1 11/2/08   9:02:28 PM
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Floor of the year: entries open
The Australian Timber Floor of 

the Year competition will be held 

in conjunction with the 2008 ATFA 

Convention. 

The competition rewards 

tradespeople within the timber 

flooring industry, by providing them 

with an opportunity to present 

their workmanship to the entire 

Australian timber flooring industry, 

and in turn receive recognition 

for that work. The competition 

will be open to all tradespeople 

within the timber flooring industry 

who have completed either a 

commercial or domestic timber floor 

during between August 2007 and 

September 2008.

The winner in each category will 

receive a trophy, framed certificate 

and a $500 cash prize as well as 

prominent industry media coverage.

All visitors to the ATFA Convention 

will have the opportunity to vote for 

their favourite floor. The floor with 

the most votes in each category will 

be awarded the title of Australian 

Floor of the Year. Only visitors to the 

expo will be eligible to vote in the 

competition. f

Entry form
Select category

  Residential Floor of the Year - Site Installed

  Residential Floor of the Year - Pre Finished

  Commercial/Industrial Floor of the Year - Site Installed

  Commercial/Industrial Floor of the Year - Pre Finshed

Entrant details

Your name                 

Company name                  

Company address      

     PC                              

Phone                  

Fax                  

Mobile                  

Email                  

Floor details

Architect/Designer or person who designed floor (if any) 

and contact details     

       

Installation company and contact details   

       

Sand and finish company and contact details   

       

Flooring manufacturer and contact details   

       

Finish manufacturer    

       

Other (please specify) 

                   

Type of finish

  Wax finish    Acid-cured    Acrylic impregnated 

  Moisture-cured    Water-based   

  Other (please specify)    Oil-based

Species of wood

Species of wood used     

Type of pattern      

Square metre measurement of floor               

Terms and conditions are available at www.atfaconvention.com.au.  
I certify that I have read the conditions of entry of this contest and that this 
entry conforms to those conditions of entry. I authorise ATFA to duplicate 
and/or publish the photos and information accompanying this entry in 
Timber Floors and any other publications or media at its discretion.

Pictured here, winners from the 2007 Australian Timber 

Floor of the Year Awards.

Signature                

Print name               

Date      Phone              

Please send your completed entry form, along with one 8”x12” colour 
photograph of the entered floor, and one colour jpeg copy of the photograph 
(minimum 300dpi) on CD to GEMS Pty Ltd no later than 12 September 2008. 
Late entries will not be considered.

Australian Timber Floor of the Year Competition
C/- GEMS Pty Ltd
PO Box 1221 Burwood NSW 1805
Ph 02 9744 5252 Fax 02 9747 8366
Email mteehan@gemspl.com.au
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Specialising in German-made
Hardwax Oils – a whole new
category of timber finishes 
for the Australian market.

Hardwax Oils:
Exceptionally easy to apply
Create a smooth, velvety lustre
Non-Toxic and Eco-Friendly
Easy to repair and maintain
Nurture and protect timber

WHITTLE WAXES are offering
Accreditation opportunities for

Floor Polishing companies to train
in the application of these products.

Speak to Giles or Darren on 
1300 ECO WAX (1300 326 929) 

www.whittlewaxes.com.au

WHITTLE WAXES – The Australian experts 
in ecologically harmonised finishes…

… for naturally
beautiful timber

WHITTLE WAXES – The Australian experts 
in ecologically harmonised finishes…

… for naturally
beautiful timber

W
W

68
81

WhittleWaxes6881_210x297  7/9/07  10:52 AM  Page 1



The story of Eugen Lägler (1925-2007)
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Eugen Lägler was the founder of Eugen Lägler GmbH, and 

inventor of the world’s first belt-sander. Nicknamed, “The 

father of the HUMMEL,” Eugen Lägler was a great pioneer 

in floor sanding technology.

He began his career in floorsanding machinery in the early 

1960s, developing the ELF (Eugen Lägler, Frauenzimmern) 

drum sander in 1964, which set the foundation for the 

present-day company. 

In 1968 he became the first to integrate belt design into 

his floor sanders. Lägler’s new design earned the name 

HUMMEL (Bumble Bee), because of its characteristic 

humming noise. Together with the RANDMEISTER, exports 

began in earnest in the early 70s, first to Europe, and the 

USA, and later to Australia and the Pacific.

In the early 1980s, when medical research began to 

uncover the connections between fine dust and certain 

cancers and nasal conditions, Lägler was the first to develop 

higher levels of dust extraction and containment through 

working with well-known technical institutes. 

Another milestone came in 1993 when Lägler created the 

TRIO three disc sanding machine. It was the first machine 

of its kind to be tested and approved by Euro authorities and 

certified “holzstaubgeprüft”- below 0.2mg per cubic metre of 

dust resulting from its superior, sensor monitored extraction.

Eugen was a practical man, a master-engineer and an 

ethical businessman. The name Lägler remains synonymous 

with innovation and the highest quality.  

Eugen Lägler died on 1 December 2007, aged 82. f

Embelton Flooring manufactures 
and distributes a complete range of

products and equipment for the 
flooring industry

Embelton Flooring 
ACN 004 251 861

ANNOUNCE TWO 
NEW STORE OPENINGS...
Western Australia
31 Sundercombe St,
Osborne Park 6017
Tel: (08) 9204 1300

Queensland
44 Millway St, Kedron 4031
Tel: (07) 3359 7100

Victoria –  Head Office
147-149 Bakers Rd, Coburg 3058
Tel: (03) 9350 2811

Victoria
1/72 Fenton St, Huntingdale 3166
Tel: (03) 9545 6499

New South Wales
3/100-108 Asquith St, Silverwater 2128
Tel: (02) 9748 3188

• Parquetry
• Cork
• Floating Floors
• Solid Strip Timber Flooring
• Sound Insulation Matting
• Adhesives for Timber Installations
• Sanding Products
• Polyurethanes / Coatings
• Tools and Machinery

• Parquetry
• Cork
• Floating Floors
• Solid Strip Timber Flooring
• Sound Insulation Matting
• Adhesives for Timber Installations
• Sanding Products
• Polyurethanes / Coatings
• Tools and Machinery

Flooring Products v2:Layout 1  5/6/07  9:43 AM  Page 1



The story of Eugen Lägler (1925-2007) Development of procedure to  
secret fix wide flooring
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7 great wood décors in super durable vinyl wraps
3 metal finishes including Silver, Bronze and Champagne
3 part systems for post fitting profiles for all applications
Available in 0.85, 2.55 and 3.4 LM lengths
Free instore display stand available
Big discounts for bulk purchase

NSW  02 9982 3777
VIC  03 9544 3911
QLD  07 32733111
SA  08 8345 0455

WA  08 9240 1966
TAS  03 9544 3911
NT  08 83450455

Australia’s largest range of profiles 
for the perfect finish of engineered 
and laminate floors

PRESTIGE PROFILES

PremiumFloorsAd.indd   1 18/3/08   10:37:14 AM

In response to increasing demand, 

Boral Timber has developed an 

installation method for secret fixing 

wide boards.

There has been a trend in recent 

years towards wide timber boards, 

with 108mm and 130mm boards in 

increasing demand for both domestic 

and commercial projects. However, 

architects, interior designers and 

consumers generally dislike the 

appearance of top nailed boards, 

prompting Boral Timber to develop a 

procedure to secret nail wide boards.

The installation method developed 

by the team at Boral Timber uses a 

combination of flooring cleats and full 

trowel adhesive to attach hardwood 

flooring to a solid sheet subfloor.  

This process should not be undertaken 

by novice floor installers, but requires 

skilled tradespeople who are fully 

aware of the potential hazards of 

incorrect installation and understand 

the relationship between timber and its 

surrounding environment.

This method of fixing is detailed in 

the Boral Timber Flooring installation 

guidelines brochure which is available 

to flooring contractors, architects 

and any other flooring or building 

professionals. For ATFA members, a 

copy of the brochure has been included 

in this issue. 

For further copies visit  

www.boraltimberflooring.com.au or 

email timberspec@boral.com.au. f

Timber Manufacturers and Suppliers
Flooring - Tongue and groove strip, overlay, parquetry

Specialised and Contract Machining
Architrave, Skirting and Wall Lining

Door Jambs
Outdoor settings - Celery Top pine, Treated Radiata 

Garden Stakes 
Decking

Gift Boxes

Stocked species
Tasmanian Oak | Celery Top Pine | Myrtle | Blackwood | 

Sassafras | Huon Pine | Radiata Pine | Jarrah | Spotted Gum

Plus many other species available from suppliers world wide

Oakdale Industries
4C Bounty Street Warrane Tas 7018
PO Box 205 Rosny Park Tas 7018

phone (03) 6244 2277 fax (03) 6244 5237 ABN 44 055 920 306
email oakdale@oakenterprises.com.au

www.oakenterprises.com.au

Oakdale Industries
a division of Oak Enterprises

Oakdale_85x134.indd   1 31/5/07   2:02:18 PM

secret fixing
wide boards

BRL2354_SecretFixingProcedure.indd   1

16/5/08   3:24:33 PM



Choosing the correct wood filler 

for your job is vital to the success of 

the project. Virtually every hardwood 

floor requires some type of wood 

filler; without it, the job is incomplete. 

John Goss and Monica Stell from 

Woodwise cover how to choose the 

right filler for the job. 

There are some important factors to 

consider when choosing the best wood 

filler for the specific flooring job. The 

first consideration should be the type 

of project you are working on.

A site-finished floor (installed, 

sanded and finished) should be filled 

during the sanding process. It may be 

necessary to spot-fill between coats. 

A prefinished (factory-finished) floor 

will have holes from top nailing that 

will need to be filled. There will also be 

end-butts that aren’t perfect or other 

fine cracks and imperfections.

When resanding an existing floor 

treat the job just as you would a site-

finished floor using a wood patch or a 

trowel filler. 

When recoating an existing floor, 

it is recommended that you use 

the same filler as you would for a 

prefinished or factory-finished floor.

The second consideration should 

be the species of wood and colour you 

are installing or refinishing. Choosing 

the right colour is imperative when 

filling the floor and there are a few 

key factors that need to be taken into 

consideration.

Firstly, it is important to think about 

what the flooring will do in the future. 

For example, if the timber is likely to 

darken over time, consider using a 

filler that is a shade darker than the 

unfinished wood.

Another factor to consider is the 

coating you are going to apply to the 

floor, as this will influence whether 

you should opt for a darker or lighter 

filler. In general oil-modified and 

moisture-cured urethane finishers 

will tend to darken the flooring, while 

waterborne finishes will leave the floor 

with a lighter look.

There are a number of other 

products available to meet the varied 

needs of today’s hardwood flooring 

professional. 

Fillers for prefinished (factory-

finished) floors are designed 

specifically for factory-finished floors 

and can be used to fill nail holes, 

imperfections, cracks or gaps that 

may have occurred in the floor. They 

can also be used in between coats or 

at the end of a site-finished floor.

Trowel filler is regularly used by 

hardwood flooring professionals 

who trowel-fill nearly all of the time 

on site-finished floors. This does a 

thorough job of filling cracks, nail 

holes, gouges and broken edges, as 

well as uneven grain. Parquetry floors 

should be trowel-filled every time.

Wood patch is ideal for spot-filling 

imperfections such as nail holes, 

gouges and broken edges.

Epoxy wood patch is useful when 

an exceptional bond is needed, for 

example, stair nosings or an area 

where you will need to screw or drill 

into the floor.

Knot or large void filler can be 

used on floors with large voids. For 

example, when you have rustic floor 

with a lot of knots, use a filler that 

won’t shrink and is made for filling 

large voids. Many wood fillers say they 

won’t shrink, but most will shrink 

considerably in large voids. Choose a 

product made specifically for this.

Do your research and choose your 

wood filler at the beginning of the job 

while still in the planning stage. If 

you have questions on any wood filler 

products, consult the manufacturer. f
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Technical feature:  
choosing the best wood filler
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Hiring an apprentice is a great opportunity to grow your 

business while putting skills back into the industry.  

ATFA CEO Randy Flierman discusses the process involved in 

taking on a timber flooring apprentice.

When an employer takes on an apprentice, it is their task 

to find the right person, although assistance is available 

through Group Training Companies and School Based 

Apprentices, as well as employment agencies.

Once a candidate has been found, the employer should 

contact an Australian Apprentice Centre (ACC), for assistance 

with signing up the apprentice, organising the subsidies and 

allocating the Registered Training Organisation (RTO). There 

are currently 12 providers registered in Australia covering 

both the public and private sectors.

Apprentices can undertake either a Certificate III in 

Flooring Technology or a Certificate II in Flooring Technology. 

Certificate III or Apprentice is a full trade qualification; the 

contract of training is traditionally four years but some states 

have reduced this to address skills shortages. The Certificate 

II or Trainee is a Production Worker qualification; the contract 

of training is usually one year. 

The structured training (often referred to as off the job 

training) in both the apprenticeship and traineeship, varies 

from state to state. While it is a national system, each state is 

responsible for funding. The system has enough flexibility to 

allow for the structured training to occur either at TAFE, with 

a private RTO, or through on the job assessment. Recognition 

of prior learning is also an option for apprentices who may 

already have some skills.

As well as gaining a new employee, there are financial 

benefits in taking on an apprentice. For each apprentice, an 

employee can expect to receive approximately $4000 split 

into three payments. 

For a trainee, an employer can expect to receive 

approximately $1250. The same incentive applies to the 

employment of a school-based apprentice as long as the 

employer retains them on completion of their training. Other 

incentives exist for mature age, disability, business skills 

vouchers, rural and regional locations and tools of the trade.

Some employers are reluctant to employ an apprentice for 

fear that they will be poached by another company once they 

have been trained. For this reason, all companies need to 

play their part in developing the industry and by being careful 

not to drive wages up by not employing apprentices.

For further information about taking on an apprentice visit  

www.atfa.com.au f
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Taking on a 
timber flooring 
apprentice
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Features Benefits
� 100% patented SG ceramic grain � Extremely sharp and fast cutting

� 2-3 times the life of silicon carbide
� Produces much finer scratch pattern than silicon carbide
� Perfect on harder wood species

� Inter-woven polyester knit backing � Increased durability and life
� Full resin bond � Excellent grain retention
� New box design � Reclosable for protection and transport

The patented SG (Seeded Gel)
ceramic alumina abrasive
grain makes these Red Heat
sanding screens the
outstanding performers.
Norton’s advanced abrasive
technology provides longer
life, a faster cut and a more 
consistent finish.

RED HEAT
HIGH PERFORMANCE 
SCREEN DISCS

Unleash theHEAT

N T
1899 Pruen Street Berrimah NT 0828
Ph: 08 8984 3011 Fax: 08 8947 2210
N Z
70 Wharf Road Te Atatu Auckland
Ph: 0011 649 834 7119  Fax: 0015 649 834 6623

V I C  (Head Office)
4-6 Colbert Road Campbellfield Vic 3061
Ph: 03 9358 6101 Fax: 03 9357 0573
N S W
148 Newton Road Wetherill Park NSW 2164
Ph: 02 8784 9190 Fax: 02 9604 0533

Q L D
33 Success Street Archerfield Qld 4108
Ph: 07 3710 6400 Fax: 07 3875 1476
S A
37 Chief Street Brompton SA 5007
Ph: 08 8340 3482 Fax: 08 8340 4534

W A
69 Kewdale Road Welshpool WA 6106
Ph: 08 9352 3360 Fax: 08 9352 3379
T A S
34 Innocent Street Kings Meadows TAS 7249
Ph: 03 6344 2686 Fax: 03 6344 7220

Saint-Gobain Abrasives Pty Ltd 
ACN: 068 931 420

Available in Size: 406mm Grits:  150, 120, 100 & 80

RedHeat A4 Adv.qxd  22/4/08  12:11 PM  Page 1



Tips from the trade
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We’d like our readers to provide the content for this page. 

So send in your pearls of wisdom, tips from the trade or 

questions for our “Ask the Experts” column and you  

could win! 

The best letter received each issue will win 

a pair of Hard Yakka Legends Workwear 

pants with kneepads. The best contribution 

for 2008 will win a Powernail 445 nail gun 

worth $1100! 

Just email your timber flooring-related question or tips 

and tricks to us at editor@atfa.com.au or fax 02 9440 9066  

and include your contact details.

Hard Yakka Legends® Workwear is made of heavy 

duty 100% cotton Duck Weave reinforced with abrasion 

resistant Cordura®, which means the fabric is twice as 

durable as regular workwear. Hard Yakka Legends® 

overalls and trousers are packed with extra features 

such as removable knee pads, extra pockets for a mobile 

phone, tools, pencils and all those gadgets you need on 

the job - perfect for flooring contractors.  

Visit www.yakka.com.au

Powernail’s dependable line of quality tools leads the 

way for a trouble-free installation every time. From 

pneumatic and manual nailers to their complete line 

of fasteners, Powernail will provide the reliable set of 

tools to get the job done right. The 445 Pneumatic Nailer 

is recommended for use on 16mm, 19mm and up to 

25mm tongue and groove strip flooring. It Includes a 3mi 

mallet, lube oil, 2 box wrenches, 2 Allen wrenches, an 

extra driving blade, 19mm and 16mm adaptor pads and 2 

shims. It requires a 70-110 psi air compressor.

Peter King from Floorcraft Victoria, writes to Timber 

Floors Magazine about the importance of letting customers 

make an informed decision when selecting a coating for 

their timber floor.

“I have been involved in the timber flooring industry for over 

twenty years, having owned my own business since the early 

1980s, and have often learnt the hard way both what to say 

and what not to say when dealing with customers.

“No longer is the only finish of choice two pack 

polyurethane; the industry has grown considerably in recent 

years and consumers are fortunate now to be faced with a 

plethora of coating choices.

“When I discuss coating options with my clients, I believe 

their decision should be an informed one. Of course they may 

have preconceived ideas about what they want, but I still offer 

them the chance to consider all options.

“I have found one of the best ways to demonstrate this is 

to apply both water and solvent based finishes to prefinished 

panels of the timber of their choice. I separately coat each 

half with both types of finish, which produces a different 

result on most species. After discussing the benefits of 

each finish, the customer takes as much time as they need 

to consider their decision, confident they have enough 

information to make the right one.

“Of course, many readers will already be doing this, but for 

those who aren’t, it may be worth considering this approach 

so your customers can make a decision based on the 

information you present as a true flooring professional.”

WIN!

For sending in this letter, Peter will receive a free pair 

of Hard Yakka Legends Workwear pants with kneepads.  

See below for details on how you can win too.
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9 - 10 October 2008 
ATFA Conference and Convention, Melbourne 

17 - 20 January 2009 
Domotex Hannover - www.domotex.de

2 - 5 February 2009 
Surfaces Las Vegas - www.surfaces.com

24 - 26 March 2009 
Domotex Asia Chinafloor - www.domotexasiachinafloor.com

28 April - 1 May 2009 
NWFA Hardwood Flooring Convention, Long Beach 
www.nwfa.org
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www.timber.org.au

Forest and Wood Products 

Australia (FWPA) provides 

research and development for 

the Australian forest and wood 

products industry. Visit this 

website for free PDF downloads 

on a number of reports relevant to 

timber flooring.

www.gbca.org.au

The Green Building Council of 

Australia website is a good resource 

for sustainable building practices.

websites
Does a medical certificate 

provide foolproof protection for 

employees? Industrial Relations 

expert Emma Watt examines a 

situation where it didn’t and offers 

advice for employers.

An employee of a large 

corporation applied for a medical 

certificate so he could fly interstate 

to watch a football game. 

The employee attended the 

game and the next day presented a 

medical certificate to his employer 

who did not accept that this 

employee was unfit for work and 

terminated his employment.

The case was taken to court, with 

the magistrate concluding that 

although a medical certificate from 

a qualified medical practitioner 

within the practitioner’s area 

of expertise is prima facie to 

be accepted, this case was an 

exceptional situation. He believed 

that it was open to him to apply 

his own judgement and common 

sense, and concluded that the 

absence was not due to illness 

or injury, and consequently, 

the termination was not for a 

prohibited reason.

As a general rule, a medical 

certificate should not be 

challenged unless there is 

incontrovertible evidence that it 

is false. Production of a medical 

certificate would normally protect 

an employee from termination 

of their employment where the 

absence is temporary.

In an exceptional situation, as it 

was in this case, judgement and 

common sense could be applied. 

As every case is different, it would 

be a good idea to discuss the 

matter with a professional adviser.

Emma Watt specialises in advising small to medium sized businesses 

in the timber and furnishing industries. She offers ATFA members two 

free telephone calls per annum for help on IR/HR issues. 

Phone 03 9858 2927 Mobile 0411 708 073   

Email emma@emmawatt.com.au

ir talk



Product snap shots
Feast Watson decking oil

Here at the office of Timber Floors Magazine, we don’t 

just talk the talk, we walk the walk. Our blackbutt deck 

has just been completed and finished with Feast Watson 

Decking Oil.

With added eucalyptus oil, which naturally dissolves 

gum residue and grease, Feast Watson Decking Oil 

protects the natural beauty of timber and will not hide the 

grain. Deep penetrating, with UV, water, fungi and mould 

resistant properties, Decking Oil is available in natural 

and timber tones. Decking Oil weathers naturally, will not 

crack or peel and is ideal for exterior timber including 

decking, walkways, steps and hand rails. Feast Watson 

Decking Oil has a fast one-

hour recoat time which 

means application can be 

finished in one day instead of 

over two to three days.

For further information 

on Feast Watson products, 

Freecall 1800 252 502 or visit 

www.feastwatson.com.au

InOre metallic finished flooring

InOre is a stunning collection of solid wood flooring 

applied with real metal finishes. Available in Bronze, 

Brass, Copper, Nickel Silver, and White Gold (a composite 

of other metals) the range is available in four distinct 

styles and three different species. All are designed and 

hand-produced in the UK by Seamless Industries. InOre 

is made using only sustainable timbers from renewable 

sources. The patented process involved in the application 

of the metal coating has received environmental awards 

applauding its use of recycled materials. For more details 

visit www.inoreflooring.co.uk

AQUACARE cleaning and maintenance products

Polycure has developed a range of AQUACARE cleaning 

and maintenance products.

AQUACARE 4420 floor clean is a powerful detergent 

used to clean and revitalise the surface of the floor. Its 

environmentally friendly formulation has been specifically 

prepared to remove contaminants from the floor without 

damaging the coating or timber. 

AQUACARE 4450 UV Revive has been formulated to 

revitalise flooring that has been installed and lived on for 

many years. This water-based coating is fast drying and 

can easily be applied 

by the homeowner 

or tradesperson with 

minimal disruption.

For further details 

on Polycure’s 

AQUACARE or a list 

of distributors in your 

state visit  

www.polycure.com.au

Tramex multi-purpose moisture meter kit

Tramex has developed a multi-purpose moisture and 

humidity measurement kit that allows greater flexibility in 

the moisture and humidity measuring needs of the timber 

flooring industry. The kit incorporates three modes of 

operation; a digital non-destructive meter for measuring 

moisture content in concrete floors and other floor screeds, 

a plug-in wood probe to 

give accurate moisture 

readings in wood from 

7% to 40% and a plug-in 

humidity probe for relative 

humidity temperature, 

dew-point and mixing 

ratio readings.

For further details 

phone 02 9418 1002 or 

email Cornell at 

sales@cornell.com.au
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Project feature: hall of fame
The species used in this timber 

floor design were North American and 

African species, Wenge, Sapele, Birds 

Eye Maple, Maple and White Oak.

A clever combination of quartersawn 

and flat sawn timbers and many 

hours at the drafting table went 

into perfecting the 3D design that 

gives such depth to this beautiful 

piece of craftsmanship. The species 

were carefully selected for their 

colour contrast and grain effects to 

emphasise the geometric design.

“This design could easily be 

translated to Australian hardwood 

species,” says master craftsman Jack 

Campbell. “As long as the species 

used are those that provide a good 

contrast and will maintain their colour 

over time, this design will work well 

in Australian species. I also used a 

water-based finish with UV protection 

that would prevent the colours from 

discolouring over time and perhaps 

losing their impact.”

The design was drafted and then 

an MDF template was cut. MDF is 

very stable so there would not be any 

problems with the template shrinking 

or expanding during cutting. The 

timber was milled to 8mm thick for 

a glue down installation and was not 

laser cut but was rather cut by hand on 

a simple jig in Jack’s workshop.

Each rectangle was assembled and 

taped together before installation 

with the two long border strips being 

installed first and the geometric centre 

piece fitting perfectly between the two 

bold borders.

From the grand inspiration of a 

Renaissance cathedral, Jack has 

produced a hardwood timber floor 

so beautiful that no one looks at the 

paintings on the wall! f

This intricate, hand cut parquetry floor in the hallway of a home in California 

was inspired by the design of a marble floor in an Italian cathedral. The design was 

sketched, translated to timber and installed by Jack Campbell of Campbell and Co 

Hardwood Floors in the United States.
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Cypress... Take a bit of Australia  
home with you today

Austwood Australia
The supplier of the ultimate quality

Australian Cypress pre-finished DIY clip system solid flooring
enquiries@austwood.com

www.australiancypress.com.au


